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Frequent Deficiencies in GMP Inspections –
12 Cases from an Inspector’s Practice
Lea Joos

Here you will find answers to the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Which deficiencies are frequently found in GMP inspections?
What is behind the wording of the deficiencies?
What is the problem with the frequently occurring deficiencies?
Which recurring pitfalls should be avoided?
What do you have to do so that these deficiencies are not detected in your company?
How do you actually implement the requirements?

Every inspection the same deficiency

It is sometimes almost astonishing how much companies "commit" similar or even the same mistakes
– in the (almost) always same places.
Some countries, e.g. England and Brazil, publish deficiency statistics at irregular intervals, e.g.
"MHRA GMP Inspection Deficiency Data Trend 2016"1 or "Quality of medicines: Deficiencies found by
Brazilian Health Regulatory Agency (ANVISA) on good manufacturing practices international inspections"2.
But what do such statistics actually say? Do they really reflect the areas where companies are making the most or most serious mistakes, as indicated in the MHRA1 introduction? Or do they perhaps
rather reflect the priorities of the respective authorities? Or perhaps also the most recent regulatory
changes?
Presumably, the statistical results result from a mixture of all these influencing variables. The
informative value of such statistics is therefore limited and in some cases quickly becomes outdated
again. Could such statistics, as stated by the MHRA1, help in carrying out self-inspections or evaluating
possibilities for improvement in order to avoid exactly this impression of "always the same defects"?
It's possible. But the pitfalls are not only in the ignorance of the mistakes of others, as will be shown
in the following chapters.

2

These deficiencies always play the lead role

In a rough evaluation of the warning letter published by the FDA on the FDA's homepage for the year
20183 and also from my own experience, many deficiencies have recently been identified, for example, in process validation.

1. https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/good-manufacturing-practice-inspection-deficiencies
2. Quality of medicines: Deficiencies found by Brazilian Health Regulatory Agency (ANVISA) on good
manufacturing practices international inspections, PLoS One, 2018; 13(8): e0202084 (https://
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6082550/)
3. https://www.fda.gov/inspections-compliance-enforcement-and-criminal-investigations/
compliance-actions-and-activities/warning-letters
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This is probably not only due to the fact that the companies make or have made many or serious
mistakes at this point. It is certainly also due to the fact that the regulatory requirements have
changed considerably, in particular the Annex 15 of the EU GMP guidelines. The implementation of
the new requirement "Ongoing Process Verification" was "new territory" for the companies. They had
and still have to be involved in the implementation of the regulatory requirements, in some cases
even 4 years after the new Annex 15 came into force. "Despite" or precisely because of the new regulatory requirements, the authorities may set a focus for inspections at this point – and the deficiency
is pre-programmed.
Why? The implementation of the requirement is often not "thought through to the end".
Let's stay with the example of ongoing process verification. To implement it, instructions are written, charts are created and process performance indices are calculated – but the actual purpose is still
lost. Because the requirements are considered implemented when the charts and calculations are created, or there are no "exact instructions or requirements" for the next steps.
But after the graphics have been created and the process performance indices calculated, the work
only begins. Because then you have to think about it: What conclusions can I draw from the charts?
What does the process performance index tell me? And above all: What concrete follow-up measures
can I derive from it? What do I have to do to achieve the goal of ongoing process verification?
The goal of ongoing process verification is process control and knowledge of the process lifecycle –
with the overall goal of ensuring product quality and patient safety.
With this objective in mind, I have to ask myself in the case of a trend that may be identified in the
chart: Where does it come from? What influence does it have? Can or must I take (further) measures to
counteract the trend or the emergence of a trend?
For this questioning of one's own activities, no studies and no doctorate are required. It only
requires common sense and "thinking along". The answers are probably less easy to deduce, as here in
the example of the ongoing process verification. To do this, you need specialist training, professional
experience and colleagues with the same qualifications – and perhaps more or additional data at one
point or another. But if you don't look for (and find) answers to the questions asked, the requirement
for ongoing process verification will be in vain. It does not (any longer) serve to improve process control and process knowledge, but is limited to the collection of data and thus to an actionism that ultimately does not sufficiently serve the above mentioned goal of ongoing process verification.
Even if everyday working life does not always allow it – it would be good to pause more often in
"doing". Not only to do, but also to ask "why?".
Ask yourself "why?" a few times about the deficiencies identified in this chapter – perhaps then you
will not even need to read the further explanations, but can answer yourself what would have been
necessary at this point.
2.1

Immature risk management

The deficiency
As part of quality risk management, risk identification and risk assessment were carried out for transport
validation. Subsequently, measures for risk reduction were determined. However, the effectiveness of the
risk reduction measures and compliance with the framework conditions set in the risk analysis were no
longer checked in a documented manner. Therefore, it was only during the inspection that it became
apparent that the framework conditions set in the risk analysis and the subsequent transport validation,
e.g. with regard to the duration of transport, were not or could not be consistently adhered to in practice.
Therefore, the company could not prove that the risks were actually reduced to an acceptable level.
(Ref.: EU GMP Guide Part I No. 1.12 and 1.13)
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The suitability of the assumptions and measures from the "first" risk analysis was no longer checked.
Neither was it based on a predetermined number of "real" deliveries, if any. Therefore, it was also not
assessed that after the first ten deliveries, the validated transport time was exceeded in 30% of cases
and that the risk analysis should have been revised accordingly with regard to the assumed "normal
transport time".
This is the most common pitfall
The "obviously necessary" steps of risk management have now been established in most companies.
Risk identification is followed by a risk analysis with evaluation of the probability of occurrence, severity and probability of detection. From this, the acceptance of the risk or the definition of risk minimizing measures is derived. For many companies risk management ends at this point, although the last
step, risk review, is missing. A later check of the topicality or "correctness" of the original risk analysis
and a documented review of the effectiveness of the measures are often missing.
At the time when the risk analysis is carried out, experience and data on the relevant procedure or
equipment are still limited, at least when they are newly introduced. The experience and data for use
or implementation in one's own company are mainly or to a larger extent only collected after the
"first" risk analysis – and must then be included in a "review" of the further validity and topicality of the
original risk analysis. In such a review, the company would have recognized in the above example that
the original assumption of a "usual" transport duration of 30 hours was incorrect. Perhaps because the
previously carried out test deliveries had not been made at the later (also) usual transport times. On
the basis of these findings, the original risk analysis could have been adjusted to the actual transport
time – or the transport times could have been narrowed down to avoid congestion-prone situations.
In order to prove the effectiveness of the risk management measures, appropriate data must also be
available, e.g. on compliance with the "assumed" transport duration of 48 hours. If, for example, it is
not verified that the transport duration is within the assumed range, the transport validation is worthless: it cannot be demonstrated that the validated conditions are met.
To avoid this error
After an initial risk analysis has been carried out and the necessary measures have been taken, the process or equipment is "put into operation". The experience and data generated and collected during
operation should be used to check that the first risk analysis is up-to-date and still valid. If necessary,
further versions of the risk analysis or even a new risk analysis for part or all of the process or equipment may have to be performed.
The risk analysis is not a rigid document, but must be continuously developed during the life
cycle of the process or equipment.
It must be clear from the documentation on the equipment or process that the assumptions or findings
made in the risk analysis, if applicable, which are used in the validation, for example, are complied with.
Important risk review requirements in risk management

• Checking the topicality of the risk analysis
• Are the assumptions made correct or still tenable?
• Are the specifications made practicable or does the practice look different?
• Assessment of the effectiveness of the measures from the risk analysis
• Are the defined measures being complied with in practice?
• Are the desired objectives actually achieved with the measures defined?
Figure 3

Important risk review requirements in risk management
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• Can different active substances be grouped together for the PDE report? What would be required for
this?
• How is the PDE value included in the derivation of the worst-case (active) substance? Which criteria
are included in addition to PDE? What is the weighting? Are there criteria which "always" must lead
to consideration in the validation?
• Can PDEs/ADEs be transferred to medicinal products from a toxicological point of view in a nondrug context? Which (minimum) criteria must be met?
The selection criteria include, for example, active substance content, solubility and therapeutic dose.
Other criteria that have also been used so far include cleanability and toxicity. Especially the point
"toxicity" can now be very well substantiated with the result of the PDE report and should be taken
into account accordingly in the selection of the worst-case product. The weighting of the various
selection criteria must be risk-based, as shown in figure 12 as an example.
Active ingredient content

Toxicity

Solubility

Cleanability

Weighting factor (1–3)

1

3

2

2

Active substance A

1

4

3

3

25

Active substance B

3

2

3

3

21

Active substance C

4

1

1

1

11

Figure 12

Example of weighting of selection criteria for the worst-case substance

In this example, an evaluation from 1 to 4 is made with the following meaning:
• Active ingredient content: very low (1) to very high (4)
• Toxicity: very low (1) to very high (4)
• Solubility: very good (1) to very poor (4)
• Cleanability: very good (1) to very poor (4)
For the selection criteria, weighting is done by factors 1 to 3, and weighting the toxicity by a factor of
3 means that the respective toxicity value is multiplied by 3 in order to make the toxicity more relevant
in the final evaluation.
Example:
• Without the weighting, the sum of the assessment factors for active substances A and B is 11 each;
• Taking into account the weighting factors, the final assessment factor for active substance A
amounts to 25 and for active substance B to 21; the toxicity is thus more strongly reflected in the
final evaluation.
For such an evaluation, it is necessary to group the PDE values, e.g. PDE 1-50µg/day to "toxicity high"
(group 3). Such groupings may not adequately reflect the criticality of an active substance in individual cases. In such cases, the active substance must be considered as a worst-case active substance on
the basis of a single criterion, e.g. PDE value or solubility alone.
It is very difficult to justify not having a PDE value calculated for individual active substances. This is
because toxicity must be taken into account in addition to other criteria such as active substance content and cleanability. And how do you substantiate this – if not via the PDE value?
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personnel and would have to be paid for by the company (due to the time involved) – without the
company recognising the direct benefit of this measure.
To avoid this error
The cleaning process is subject to a wide range of influencing variables, especially when performed
manually. In order to reduce the variability, these influencing variables are defined in process instructions and checked for effectiveness in the cleaning validation.
Variables are often regarded as "given" which are not sufficiently defined.
For example, if you need to use a recycled wipe or brush in the validation, the individual recycled
wipes or brushes may not be comparable, e.g. in terms of cleaning power.

Reprocessed cleaning
material

Before using recycled wipes, the risks associated with reprocessing must be identified and assessed in
a risk analysis. Possible risks are shown as an example in figure 20:

Figure 20

Microbial contaminaƟon

ParƟculate contaminaƟon
ContaminaƟon by
preceding product
Loss of cleaning properƟes,
e.g. through abrasion
Risks of reuse of cleaning materials already used and contaminated

Some of these risks can be reduced by validating e.g. the reprocessing process, e.g. microbial contamination. However, the loss of cleaning properties e.g. through abrasion is a risk factor that cannot be
minimized by a validated reprocessing process. It must therefore be considered in the context of
cleaning validation: does my cleaning material always clean equally well after the first, sixth or umpteenth reprocessing/use?
When you then check the "cleaning power" of the reprocessed or reused cleaning material, you may
find in the cleaning validation that you can reprocess or use it ten times before the "cleaning power"
decreases too much and impairs the cleaning success. This validated condition must then be monitored.
You may also find that monitoring of reprocessing cycles is not necessary for the cleaning step
being checked.
Nevertheless, you will probably perform cleaning as part of cleaning validation with clean cleaning
materials and not with contaminated ones. This means that you must also ensure in "everyday cleaning" that the validated condition "cleaned cleaning material is used for cleaning" can be met.
Let your imagination run wild in monitoring compliance with the validated conditions:
• We need a separation of cleaned and contaminated cleaning material – how is this most pragmatically possible?
• We need to monitor the number of wiping cycles of the wipe – what are the options and what is
practically feasible?
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